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QUESTION 1

Which Action is supported for automation? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Rebalance Container 

B. Power Off VM 

C. Print Report 

D. Delete Snapshots 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference https://blogs.vmware.com/management/2016/07/david-davis-on-vrealize-operations-post-27automated-
remediation-in-vrops-6-x.html 

 

QUESTION 2

How does a user with authorized rights limit the dashboards viewable to a user? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The administrator must manually configure permissions on each dashboard 

B. Once the user is in a group, dashboards can be shared with that group 

C. The only dashboard a user can see are the ones they create 

D. Users will see all the dashboards 

Correct Answer: A 

 

Reference: https://blogs.vmware.com/management/2017/01/custom-vrealize-operations-dashboardsprivate-access-
lists.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about sharing dashboards created by another user? 

A. A dashboard created by someone else can only be shared by the user who created it. 

B. Dashboards created by someone else can only be shared by users in the same user group. 

C. Dashboards created by someone else can be shared by logging in via the vRealize Operations Administrative URL 

D. Dashboards created by someone else can be shared only by users with full administrative privileges in vRealize
Operations. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vrealizeoperationsmanager-6/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.vmware.vcom.core.doc%2FGUID-B2E85B22-C3BA-4671-B311-6899F490EAA6.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A rebalance plan from the Rebalance Container action includes which three pieces of information? (Choose three.) 

A. Destination cluster 

B. Applications impacted 

C. Time the virtual machine was last moved 

D. Reason for move 

E. Virtual machines to be moved 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Operations-Manager/6.5/com.vmware.vcom.core.doc/
GUID-92F9F9E0-2D6F-487F-90DE-C5940EE43494.html 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator receives an alert that a vRealize Operations (vROps) cluster is running out of disk space. 

Which two courses of action can the administrator take? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the size of the existing virtual disk in each analytics node by exactly the same amount to increase the
overall vROps cluster disk capacity. 

B. Add an additional vROps data node, selecting the large t-shirt size. 

C. Deploy an additional vROps data node making sure CPU, memory and disk sizes are identical to the other analytical
nodes. 

D. Add an additional virtual disk to each analytics node after shutting down the vROps cluster and shutting down the
nodes in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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